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Near-stoichiometric silicon nitride (Si$_3$N$_4$) fibers, which were successfully prepared from polycarbosilane fibers via electron beam irradiation curing, were heat-treated at elevated temperature for 2 h in the air atmosphere. The compositions and microstructures of silicon nitride fibers before and after heat treatment were investigated by XRD, XPS, NMR, SEM and TEM analyses. Tensile properties of the untreated and heat-treated fibers were also studied. The results show that the untreated fibers were mainly composed of amorphous silicon nitride and a few Si$_3$N$_2$O phases. During the heat treatment process, the oxidation of the fibers from silicon nitride to silicon dioxide initiated at 1100 °C. As the treatment temperature increased to 1400 °C, an oxidation layer with a thickness of ~2 μm was formed on the fiber surface. Besides, when the treatment temperature was up to 1200 °C, the strength retention of the fibers still was 50.29%, which indicates that the fiber might possess a high serving life at a temperature lower than 1200 °C.

1. Introduction

Continuous silicon nitride (Si$_3$N$_4$) fibers are considered as one of the important ceramic fibers due to their ascendant properties, such as excellent mechanical properties, high oxidation resistance, superior electrical insulating property at elevated temperature and low dielectric constant. They can be regarded as one of the most suitable reinforcements for high-performance ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) employed at high temperatures. Continuous silicon nitride ceramic fibers, as a type of silicon nitride materials, are optimal candidates for the reinforcement of wave-transparent ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) applied in radome materials.

In the last two decades, several ceramic fibers, which are mainly composed of silicon and nitride, have been prepared by many researchers worldwide. For instance, SiC fibers were produced by Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, SiC-N fibers were created by Domaine University, and silicon nitride fibers (SNF) were developed by Dow Corning Corporation. Among these fibers, only SNF fibers can be employed in the applications that require the materials with wave-transparent properties and contain 3 wt% of carbon and can be treated as high-purity silicon nitride fibers. However, the SNF fibers, which are fabricated by pyrolysis of hydridopolysilazane (HPZ), have strong reactivity, which leads to diffusion reaction with the ceramic matrix. Therefore, in this work, in order to satisfy the application in radome materials, near-stoichiometric silicon nitride ceramic fibers were prepared by pyrolysis of polycarbosilane (PCS) fibers via electron beam curing in the NH$_3$ atmosphere. The PCS, which consists of a skeleton of alternate carbon and silicon atoms, is widely used as the precursor for preparation of silicon nitride ceramic materials, such as porous ceramics and ceramic fibers. Electron beam (EB) irradiation curing, other than thermal oxidation, can effectively reduce the oxygen content of the fiber and, sequentially, enhance the high-temperature performance of the fiber.

Since Si$_3$N$_4$ fibers are the backbone in load-bearing CMCs, their strength and strength retention throughout the service life are critical to the performance of CMCs. Therefore, it is essential to acquire a comprehensive knowledge of the microstructure and the tensile behavior of Si$_3$N$_4$ fibers at elevated temperature in order to understand the degradation behavior and forecast the performance of CMCs at high temperatures. Moreover, the key thermal characteristic of Si$_3$N$_4$ fibers is their oxidation resistance at high temperatures for a long time. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, the oxidation behavior of the silicon nitride fibers produced by this method at high temperatures has rarely been reported before. Hence, the microstructures and the mechanical properties of Si$_3$N$_4$ fibers before and after heat treatment in the air were investigated in detail, and the relationship between their microstructures and mechanical properties was also established.

2. Experimental

2.1 Preparation of silicon nitride fibers and heat treatment

PCS (average molecular weight $\approx$ 1500, synthesized in our laboratory) was melt-spun into fibers at 300 °C in N$_2$ with a lab scale...
melt-spinning apparatus. Bundles of PCS fibers were irradiated in He gas atmosphere by 2 MeV electron beams, and the dose was 15 MGy with a dosing rate of around 1 kGy s⁻¹. After irradiation, the fibers underwent heat treatment up to 400 °C with a heating rate of 5 °C min⁻¹. Then, the cured PCS fibers were set in an alumina tube furnace and heated up to 1000 °C in NH₃ gas, followed by heat treatment under nitrogen gas (N₂) flow at a temperature of 1300 °C, yielding silicon nitride fibers.

Before the heat treatment in air, original fibers were first desized at 600 °C for 1 h in air. Then, the heat treatment was carried out at a temperature range of 1000 °C-1400 °C for a dwell time of 2 h in the air in a box furnace under a pressure of 10⁵ Pa.

2.2 Characterizations

The bulk composition of the silicon nitride fibers was determined by chemical analysis. Nitrogen and oxygen contents were determined using an N/O analyzer (EMGA-820, Horiba). From our previous experience, we know that the content of silicon can be obtained by the subtraction method since hydrogen was mined by chemical analysis. Nitrogen and oxygen contents were determined using an N/O analyzer (EMGA-820, Horiba). From our previous experience, we know that the content of silicon can be obtained by the subtraction method since hydrogen was released from the precursor upon annealing at 1300 °C. The surface morphology of the fibers was observed by a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Helios 600i FEI) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. The crystalline state of the fibers was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis using a monochromatic Cu Kα radiation with a D8 ADVANCE diffractometer (Bruker, Germany). The compositions of the fibers were traced by solid-state ²⁹Si NMR spectroscopy with a Varian Infinity Plus 300 spectrometer and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis with a Thermo ESCALAB 250 apparatus using Al Kα radiation with the energy of 1486.6 eV. TEM lamellas with a thickness <100 nm were fabricated by the lift-out method in an FEI Helios 600i focused ion beam (FIB) system, and TEM imaging was performed using an FEI Tecnai F20 transmission electron microscope operating at 200 kV.¹⁸,¹⁹

In the present study, tensile tests were performed in ambient atmosphere on a universal material testing machine (Testometric, M3505CT) at a gauge length of 25 mm and an extension rate of 5 mm min⁻¹. Weibull modulus was calculated from 20 specimens for each heat-treated temperature.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Composition and microstructure of the untreated fibers

The chemical composition analysis suggests that the main components of the ceramic fibers were Si, N, and O. The general properties of the fibers are shown in Table 1, and they have a molar composition of SiN₁₇. The elemental maps of the untreated fibers. The fiber was embedded in epoxy resin. Overall, the spatial distribution of Si, N and O elements in the fiber was uniform.

Fig. 2 shows the external appearance of the desized silicon nitride fiber. Overall, the fibers exhibited a relatively uniform diameter of 12 μm with smooth surfaces and rare defects. The fracture cross-section in Fig. 2(a) shows distinct mirror and hackle features, which are recognized as typical fracture traits of the ceramic fibers. Besides, no visible pores or defects were observed on the fracture surface in Fig. 2(b). From the results shown in Fig. 2(b) and 1, it can be seen that the fibers have high structural uniformity.

The crystalline state of the untreated fibers is shown in Fig. 3. The XRD pattern of the untreated Si₃N₄ fibers represents two broad diffraction peaks at around 23° and 69°, revealing the amorphous nature of the fibers. A detailed microstructure was observed by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) in conjunction with selected-area electron diffraction (SAED). The HR-TEM revealed a homogeneous amorphous structure for the untreated fibers, while the diffraction pattern demonstrated a diffuse ring pattern, being a character of the microstructure with short-range order. This is consistent with the XRD result.

The most powerful technique by far to understand the chemical bonding in the ceramic fibers is NMR spectroscopy. A

Table 1 General properties of the untreated Si₃N₄ fibers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element (wt%)</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Density (g cm⁻³)</th>
<th>Diameter (μm)</th>
<th>Strength (GPa)</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Si₃N₄ fiber</td>
<td>59.24</td>
<td>37.85</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The $^{29}$Si NMR spectrum of the untreated fiber with a broad and continuous signal is shown in Fig. 4. It was noted that the strongest signal at $\delta = -49$ ppm, representing the Si$_3$N$_4$ structure, was close to the reported values ($\delta = -46$ ppm) for amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ (a-Si$_3$N$_4$). The result showed that the fiber was mostly composed of the amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ structure.

Besides, the surface chemical environment of the untreated fiber is investigated by XPS. Fig. 5 shows the overall XPS spectrum and the resolved high-resolution spectra of Si 2p, N 1s, C 1s, and O 1s electrons. The C 1s component could be assigned as the standard for calibration. Before being examined by XPS, the fiber was etched by Ar in order to eliminate the surface contaminants on the fiber surface. Hence, the Ar component might be introduced during the etching process. As shown in Fig. 5(b), there were three peaks in the Si 2p spectrum. The peak located at 101.8 eV can be attributed to the bond in Si$_3$N$_4$. The other two peaks located at 102.2 eV and 103.3 eV were assigned to the Si–N and Si–O bonds in Si$_3$N$_2$O. The Si$_3$N$_2$O phase, whose chemical structure is silicon atoms linked with both nitrogen and oxygen, was likely derived from the nitridation of the cured PCS fiber. Similarly, the peaks at 398.0 eV and 398.6 eV in the N 1s spectrum were assigned to the N–Si and N–Si–O bonds, respectively. Furthermore, the single peak at 532.2 eV in the O 1s spectrum, which was shifted from 532.7 eV of the standard SiO$_2$, was attributed to the O–Si bond in the Si–N–O structure. However, there was no Si–N–O structure observed in the above NMR spectrum. Thus, the content of Si–N–O structure may be too small to be able to be detected by NMR technique. Therefore, in conjunction with the NMR spectrum, it can be concluded that the fiber was composed of the amorphous Si$_3$N$_4$ and Si$_3$N$_2$O phase.

### 3.2 Influence of heat treatment on microstructure and mechanical properties

The XRD patterns of the untreated fibers after the heat treatment are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the fibers retained their amorphous structure in the range of room temperature-1000 °C. As the temperature increased, the degree of oxidation increased. Hence, the conspicuous cristobalite phase, which is one crystalline phase of SiO$_2$, can be found in the XRD patterns when the treatment temperature exceeded 1200 °C, demonstrating the sufficient oxidation of the fibers. Moreover, three main diffraction peaks at 22.0°, 31.5° and 36.1°, which were respectively assigned to the (101), (102) and (200) lattice planes of the cristobalite phase, presented in the XRD spectrum of the sample treated at 1200 °C. Furthermore, the XRD peaks became sharper with the increase in the treatment temperature. The apparent crystallite sizes of cristobalite, which were calculated from the half-width value of three peaks above using Scherrer formula, are listed in Table 2. Obviously, the cristobalite grains grew into larger crystals with the increase in temperature and tended to grow rapidly at 1300 °C, resulting in a strength degradation of the fiber, as discussed later in Section 3.3.
The surface morphology of the untreated fibers after heat treatment is presented in Fig. 7. It can be found that the untreated fibers had relatively smooth and homogeneous surface, and this surface morphology was well retained even after the fibers were annealed at 1000 °C. The fibers were subjected to a mild oxidation at 1100 °C with a few crystalline grains on the surface. With temperature increasing up to 1200 °C, it was found that the size of crystalline grains increased. The EDS result verified that the crystalline grains were SiO₂ particles. As the temperature rose to 1300 °C, some cracks appeared on the fiber surface which could cause damage to the fiber. When the treatment temperature was 1400 °C, the gap between cracks increased with the expansion of the cracks.

The chemical composition of the fibers after the heat treatment is listed in Table 3. The weight ratio of N element in the fibers treated at 1400 °C was still 25.55%. Compared to that of the untreated fiber (37.85%), one can see that only a part of the fibers participated in the oxidation reaction. Hence, the changes in the composition and the structure of the fiber after the heat treatment at 1400 °C due to the oxidation were investigated by XPS and NMR. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the overall XPS spectrum of the fibers after the heat treatment at 1400 °C clearly revealed the presence of Si 2s, O 1s, C 1s, and Ar 2p electrons. Similarly, the C 1s component could be assigned as the standard for calibration and the Ar component might be introduced during the etching process. In Fig. 8(b), the Si 2p spectrum with the peak centered at 103.5 eV corresponded to the Si–O bond, and the peak centered at 532.7 eV in the O 1s spectrum in Fig. 8(c) was caused by the O–Si bond. Furthermore, the concentration of oxygen (60.1 at%) at the surface was higher compared to the bulk concentration of oxygen (3.4 at%), as determined by chemical analysis. Hence, the XPS spectra confirm that the oxidation layer was formed on the fiber surface. The ²⁹Si NMR spectrum of the fiber after the heat treatment at 1400 °C is shown in Fig. 9. It is noticed that the strong signal at δ = -49 ppm, representing the Si₃N₄ structure, was the same as that in the ²⁹Si NMR spectrum shown in Fig. 4 of the untreated fiber. The signal at δ = -111 ppm, representing the SiO₂ structure, showed that the fiber contained SiO₂. However, it should be noted that there was no Si–N structure found in the above XPS spectra, which is probably due to the fact that the internal Si–N structures were surrounded by the SiO₂ oxidation layer.

In order to further study the microstructure of the fiber after the heat treatment at 1400 °C, a cross-sectional thin foil was...
extracted out of the fiber by FIB and then was characterized by bright field TEM (BF-TEM), high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM), and selected area electron diffraction (SAED). The results are shown in Fig. 10(a–e). A Cr layer, covering the thin foil surface, was utilized to increase the electrical conductivity of the fiber. Apparently, upon the heat treatment at 1400 °C, a silica oxidation layer with a thickness ~2 μm covered the internal fiber, whose composition was further certified by EDS in Fig. 10(d and e). The Mo element, shown in EDS, resulted from a holder used to support the thin foil. Contrary to the internal fiber, the cover layer displayed a high degree of crystallinity, as evidenced by the HR-TEM images in Fig. 10(c). According to the experimental results, the oxidation of the fiber begins at the surface. With heat-treatment temperatures increasing, the inside fiber is oxidized. Consequently, the oxidation was uniformly performed from the outside in due to the amorphous state of the internal fiber. The result indicated that although the treatment temperature was up to 1400 °C, only a part of the fiber participated in the oxidation reaction, and the silica oxidation layer was generated around the fiber surface due to the relatively short oxidation time.

According to the results above, the oxidation seemed to result from reactions (1) and (2) of Si₃N₄ and Si₂N₂O:

Si₃N₄(s) + 3O₂(g) → 3SiO₂(s) + 2N₂(g)  
\[ \Delta_G^0 = [-1859 \times 10^3 + 268.67] \text{J mol}^{-1} \]  
(1)

Si₂N₂O(s) + 3/2O₂(g) → 2SiO₂(s) + N₂(g)  
\[ \Delta_G^0 = [-843.3 \times 10^3 + 154.37] \text{J mol}^{-1} \]  
(2)

Using thermodynamic data of the reactions (1) and (2), we can calculate \( \Delta_G^0 \) (J mol⁻¹) < 0 in the temperature range of 1000–1400 °C. Hence, Si₃N₄ and Si₂N₂O can react with oxygen to produce SiO₂, resulting in a weight gain. Hence, theoretically with the temperature increasing continuously, a dense outer oxide layer will be formed around the fiber and protect the internal fiber from further oxidation. However, in practice, as the oxidation reaction progresses, nitrogen released by the oxidation reaction continuously will blow up the dense outer oxide layer and generate cracks. Under these conditions, the micro-cracked oxide layer cannot protect the fiber and allows fast oxygen diffusion to the interface, resulting in a dramatic increase in the oxidation rate. A tentative schematic, describing the oxidation process, is illustrated in Fig. 11. Fig. 11(a) showed the oxidation reaction initiated at the fiber surface, corresponding to the observation on the fibers treated at the temperature of 1100 °C and 1200 °C as shown in Fig. 7(c) and (d). Finally, as shown in Fig. 11(b), N₂ diffusion outwards through the oxide layer resulted in the formation of cracks on the fiber surface, corresponding to the phenomena observed in Fig. 7(e) and (f).
3.3 Influence of heat treatment on the mechanical property of Si₃N₄ fiber

In order to evaluate the influence of heat treatment on the mechanical properties of the Si₃N₄ fibers, the single filament tensile strength of the untreated fibers and those after the heat treatment was measured at room temperature. In this study, Weibull statistical model, which is commonly used for characterization of brittle materials, was used to characterize the tensile strength of the individual fiber. In this model, the failure probability $P_i$ is estimated by eqn (3), where $\sigma$ is the fracture strength, and $\sigma_0$ and $m$ are the Weibull parameters, i.e. the scale parameter and the Weibull modulus, respectively. It is well-known that a larger $m$ will lead to a steeper function and then a lower dispersion of tensile strength.

$$P_i(V) = 1 - \exp[-(\sigma/\sigma_0)^m]$$  

Taking the logarithm of eqn (3) twice gave a linear equation, eqn (4), with a slope equal to $m$ and a $y$-intercept equal to $-m \ln \sigma_0$.

$$\ln[1/(1 - P_i)] = m \ln \sigma - m \ln \sigma_0$$

The $\sigma$ values were the experimental tensile stresses. The test results were converted into an experimental probability distribution. This was done by ordering the results from the lowest to the highest rupture stress, which means $\sigma_1 < \sigma_2 < \ldots < \sigma_i < \ldots < \sigma_{N-1} < \sigma_N$ (N was the sample number). Since the true value of $P_i$ for each $\sigma_i$ was unknown, it had to be estimated. According to Riccardi, when $N \geq 20$, $P_i$ was found to be lower than 0.86 GPa with a few internal flaws and, in contrast, the tensile strength of the fibers decreases to 0.6–0.9 GPa with a rough surface, such as particles, holes, or cracks. As shown in Fig. 7 and Table 4, the change of the internal flaw size resulted in the strength degradation of silicon nitride fibers after the heat treatment at 1000 °C. With the temperature increasing up to 1100 °C and 1200 °C, the strength degradation of silicon nitride fibers was dominated by the presence of SiO₂ particles, which were derived from the oxidation reaction, on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Weibull modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Scale parameter (GPa)</th>
<th>Tensile strength (GPa)</th>
<th>Retention (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Untreated</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>87.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>60.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>50.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Weibull plots of the untreated fibers before and after the heat treatment were summarized in Fig. 12, and the Weibull parameters of the individual fiber tensile test are listed in Table 4. As mentioned before, a bigger $m$ value means a lower dispersion of tensile strength. The Weibull modulus decreased from 4.99 to 3.39 with the temperature increasing up to 1200 °C, which indicated that the dispersion of the tested tensile strength increased indistinctively with temperature. It was necessary to note that the Weibull statistics of the fibers after the heat treatment at 1300 °C and 1400 °C were not provided in this study because the fibers after the heat treatment at those temperatures were too brittle to prepare enough fiber samples for testing.
the fiber surface. When the temperature increased to 1300 °C, an oxide layer consisting mainly of pure silica was formed on the fiber surface, leading to the brittleness of the fiber. Consequently, the fiber had no tensile strength after the treatment at 1300 °C and 1400 °C.

4. Conclusions

The microstructure and the mechanical properties of silicon nitride fibers have been investigated before and after the heat treatment at elevated temperature in air. Microstructural analysis shows that the fibers are composed of amorphous silicon nitride and a few Si$_2$N$_2$O phases. The heat treatments above 1100 °C provoked the oxidation reaction from silicon nitride to silicon dioxide and the cracks, which were derived from the gas emission during the oxidation reaction with the temperature increasing to 1300 °C, were formed on the fiber surface. Ultimately, an oxidation layer with a thickness of ~2 μm formed on the fiber surface upon the heat treatment at 1400 °C, which indicated that the fiber was not completely oxidized. This change was accompanied by a fall in the tensile strength of the individual fiber at room temperature. The relatively lower strength degradation indicates that the fiber would possess a high serving life at a serving temperature lower than 1200 °C. It demonstrates an excellent thermal resistance, which can be useful for a potential application in the ceramic matrix composites in the air environment.
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